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1. Trilemma
2. Trilemma vs. Dilemma/Capital Controls
3. Capital Controls/Financial 

Development/Int’l Currencies
4. International Currencies



Capital Controls: Efficacy (2)



What is the definition of 
“working”?

 Insulation from external 
influences – yes, for interest rates

 Reduce capital inflows/outflows –
yes, for walls

 Reduce capital inflows/outflows at 
specific times – maybe

 Alter composition of capital 
inflows/outflows – yes, in some
cross section analyses

 But what about costs? 4



Modern Capital Controls: Chile

5Source: De Gregorio, Edwards, Valdes (2000)



Tax equivalent of URR (short)
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For k < h (h months held at CB)



Tax equivalent of URR (long)
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Tax equivalents
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Taxes 
abroad
included

Taxes abroad
included,
payment 
repatriated

No taxes 
abroad
included

Simplified
Formula,
taxes abroad



Empirical specification
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 F is a type of flow (short, total)
 Z a vector of exogenous variables, 

e.g. RANK, CA, etc.
proxied by ex post, or by ARMA 



Effect on Flows
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Effect on Flows
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VAR Analysis: shock to μ x power
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Conclusions
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Costs and Micro Effects 
(Forbes, 2007)

 Do capital controls exacerbate the 
collateral constraints on firms?

 Use Chilean , Worldscope data:
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Question: Does this coefficient 
vary with regime?



Empirics
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Empirics
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Empirics
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Empirics
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Spillover Effects: Brazil
(Forbes, Fratzscher, Kostka, Straub, 2011)
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Examines impact on portfolios of tax 
on financial transactions, Imposto de
Operaçoes Financeiras (IOF)



Empirics
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Based on which uses a model that assumes 
that each fund allocates its portfolio across 
countries based on the country’s weight in 
the fund’s benchmark, a fund fixed effect, 
And an error term. Uses EPFR data set



Empirics
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Based on which uses a model that assumes 
that each fund allocates its portfolio across 
countries based on the country’s weight in 
the fund’s benchmark, a fund fixed effect, 
And an error term. Uses EPFR data set



Empirics
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Empirics
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Empirics: Disaggregated
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Empirics: Disaggregated
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Financial 
Development/Sequencing



Financial Development and 
Financial Openness

 Question: Is financial openness a 
key determinant of financial 
development,

 And what is financial development 
anyways?

 Credit/GDP; stock market cap.,  
traded value, turnover (no bonds)
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By Group, by Type
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By Group, By Type w/Institutions
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Financial Development, again
(PCGDP + SMKC), Ito & Chinn ’09
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Financial Development plus 
activity indicators
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Financial Development plus 
activity indicators (China adjusted)
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Toward Better Measures of 
Financial Deepening

33Source: Sahay, “Rethinking financial deepening,” IMF SDN 15/08 



How to Measure FD
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Creating the Index (1)

 A list of indicators is chosen to 
measure each sub-index at the 
bottom of the pyramid in Figure 3, 
that is, FID, FIA, FIE, FMD, FMA, 
and FME, with the letters D, A, and 
E denoting depth, access, and 
efficiency, respectively, and I and 
M denoting institutions and 
markets, respectively.
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Creating the Index (2)

Each indicator is normalized between 0 and 
1. Thus, the highest (lowest) value of a 
given variable across time and countries is 
equal to one (zero) and all other values are 
measured relative to these maximum 
(minimum) values. To avoid pitfalls arising 
from extreme observations, the data are 
winsorized with the 5th and 95th 
percentiles as the cutoff levels. The 
indicators are defined so that higher values 
indicate greater financial development.
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Creating the Index (3)

Indicators are then aggregated into 
the six sub-indices at the bottom of 
the pyramid. The aggregation is a 
weighted average of the underlying 
series, where the weights are 
obtained from principal component 
analysis, reflecting the contribution 
of each underlying series to the 
variation in the specific sub-index.
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Creating the Index (4)

Finally, sub-indices are 
aggregated into higher-level 
indices using the same 
procedure as above, culminating 
at the most aggregated level in 
the FD index.
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Financial Deepening over Time
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Financial Development and 
Growth

40



International & Reserve 
Currencies
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Shares of Major Int’l Currencies in Reserve Holdings
revised IMF data spliced into old data after 1979, up to 2004 IMF AR 
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Source: Chinn and Frankel (2007)



The Longest Span of Data

43Source: Eichengreen, Chitu, Mehl (2014)



Roles of an International Currency

Table 1: 

Function of money Governments Private actors 

Store of value International reserve holdings Currency substitution  
(private dollarization) 

Medium of exchange Vehicle currency for foreign 
exchange intervention 

Invoicing trade and financial 
transactions 

Unit of account Anchor for pegging local 
currency  

Denominating trade and 
financial transactions 

      Source: Kenen (1983) 
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Why should we care?
FOUR ADVANTAGES TO A COUNTRY OF HAVING

ITS CURRENCY PLAY A LARGE ROLE IN THE
WORLD.

 (1) Convenience for its residents.
 (2) Business for its banks & other financial

institutions.
 (3) Seignorage

 narrowly defined as willingness to hold $ as
high-powered money (esp. fx reserves held by
central banks) or

 more broadly as willingness of private
investors to hold $-denominated assets:
America’s “exorbitant privilege”

 (4) Political power and prestige.
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A Cautionary Tale

 UK loss of international currency 
paralleled loss of its economic 
pre-eminence, military hegemony, 
colonies & other trappings of 
international power.
 Suez crisis of 1956 is often recalled 

as occasion on which Britain was 
forced under US pressure to abandon 
imperial designs.  

 Often forgotten:  A run on the £ was 
the mechanism. 
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From the literature on reserve 
currencies

Determinant      

1. Size

2. Depth  of 
Fin.mkt.

3. Rate of return

Proxy:

GDP

FX turnover

inflation,
LR depreciation
ex.rate variance
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From the literature, continued

Network externalities 
=> Tipping        captured by:

1) Inertia lags
2) Nonlinearity
In determinants logistic 

functional form
or
dummy for 
leader GDP
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EU GDP > US GDP

2006 (e)

US $13.2 tr.
Euro-zone 
(12 countries)

$9.9 tr.

EU pre-5/1/04 
(15 countries)

$12.8 tr.

EU post-5/1/4
(25 countries)

$13.5 tr.

Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook, April 2006.
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Research strategy

 Estimate parameters from historical 
data on reserve currency shares, 
1973-1998.

 Simple post-sample test on data 
from first years of euro, 1999-2004

 Use estimates to simulate possible 
future path of $, € & other 
currencies in the future, 2005-2040, 
under alternate scenarios
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Figure 7: Reserves held by central banks as 
shares of total – major currencies
(revised IMF data spliced into old data after 1979) 5/2/05
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Figure 8: Reserves held by central banks as 
shares of total – smaller currencies
revised IMF data spliced into old data after 1979)
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Working with logistics 
transformations

 The problem with working with 
shares as a dependent variable is 
that predicted values are not 
bounded between [0,1]

 Hence we transform the variable 
into one bounded.











share

sharez
1

ln



A Logistic Transform - Graphical
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Explaining currency logit transformed shares, pre-euro 
[2] [4] [7]

GDPratio 2.768 3.69 1.04
(y) [0.643] [0.923] [0.288]
Inflationdiff -2.639 -2.86
(π) [1.156] [1.164]
Depreciation -1.095
( ∆s) [0.594]
Exratevar -0.981 -1.395 -1.251
(σ) [0.573] [0.644] [0.341]
Fxturnoverratio 0.446 0.576 0.427
(to) [0.289] [0.303] [0.145]
GDPleader -0.217
(leader) [0.156]
laglogit 0.851 0.846 0.957
log(sh t-1/1- sh t-1) [0.031] [0.031] [0.014]
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Explaining two-currency system of logit shares, pre-euro

GDPratio 0.762 1.015 0.974 a/

(y) [0.247] [0.773] [0.688]

Inflationdiff -0.554 -0.844

(π) [1.247] [1.259]
Depreciation -4.524 a/

( ∆s) [3.337]

Exratevar -2.375 -2.381
(σ) [1.213] [1.121]

Turnover 0.489 0.652 a/ 

(to) [0.487] [0.454]
Laglogit 0.829 0.775 0.795
log(sh t-1/ 1- sh t-1) [0.043] [0.085] [0.076]



Out of sample fit (no leader var)
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Out of sample fit (no leader var)
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Figure 11: Case 2, Scenario B
Simulation of “No UK, Swe, Den in EMU”, and no 
further change in the level of exchange rates after 
2004.
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Figure 13: Case 2, Scenario D
Simulation of “No UK, Swe., Den. In EMU,” 
but continued depreciation of $ at 2001-04 rate.
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Figure 14: Case 4, Scenario D
Simulation of “UK entry” 
and continued depreciation of $ at 2001-04 rate.
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Summary

  Rate of long 
depreciation equals 
1990-2004 rate 
(0%) 
(Scenario A) 

Level of exchange 
rate stays at end-
2004 levels 
(Scenario B) 

Rate of long 
depreciation remains 
at 2004 rates 
(Scenario C) 

Rate of depreciation 
over 2001-04 period 
continues  
(Scenario D) 

UK, Swe., Den. stay 
out, US grows 
relative to Euro 
Area (Case 1) 

USD retains 
dominance 

USD retains 
dominance 

USD retains 
dominance 

EUR exceeds USD 
in 2024 

UK, Swe., Den. stay 
out of EMU (Case 
2) 

USD retains 
dominance 

USD retains 
dominance 

USD retains 
dominance 

EUR exceeds USD 
in 2023 

UK, stays out of 
EMU (Case 3) 

USD retains 
dominance 

USD retains 
dominance 

USD retains 
dominance 

EUR exceeds USD 
in 2022 

UK joins EMU in 
2020 (Case 4) 

USD retains 
dominance 

EUR exceeds USD 
in 2022 

EUR exceeds USD 
in 2022 

EUR exceeds USD 
in 2020 
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Conclusion

Either of two scenarios could 
result in € surpassing $ as 
international reserve 
currency in the 2020s:

1. Euro-land surpasses US in 
economic size (incl. FX 
turnover), esp. if UK were to join

2. Dollar continues to depreciate at 
the rate of recent years, e.g., as 
a result of large US current 
account deficits
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Regression Results: 
Industrial Countries

Panel Regression 
 
Pre-euro (1973-98)       
Dependent variable: logit        

 [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 
Constant -0.367 -0.480 -0.378 -0.550 -0.238 -0.258 -0.297 

 [0.139] [0.160] 0.140 [0.165] [0.163] [0.164] [0.186] 
GDPratio (y) 1.432 1.807 2.202 3.326 0.904 1.738 1.368 

 [0.705] [0.752] [1.048] [1.193] [0.806] [1.173] [0.952] 
Inflationdiff (π) -3.082 -4.254 -3.030 -4.694    

 [1.132] [1.401] [1.133] [1.420]    
Depreciation ( Δs)     -0.358 -0.226 -1.432 

     [1.775] [1.780] [2.200] 
Exratevar (σ) -0.116 -0.685 -0.370 -1.388 0.224 -0.112 -0.379 

 [0.573] [0.699] [0.628] [0.818] [0.754] [0.829] [1.227] 
Fxturnoverratio (to)  0.472  0.685 -0.075 -0.003 0.167 

  [0.334]  [0.357] [0.383] [0.390] [0.519] 
GDPleader (leader)   -0.180 -0.315  -0.192  

   [0.181] [0.193]  0.196  
laglog(sh t-1/1- sh t-1) 0.935 0.915 0.933 0.903 0.956 0.952 0.941 

 [0.027] [0.030] [0.027] [.031] [0.032] [0.032] [.036] 
N 182 182 182 182 182 182 148 

sample 73-98 73-98 73-98 73-98 73-98 73-98 73-98 
Adj R2 0.98 0.97 0.97  0.98  0.97  0.97  0.97  

 
 


